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Speech Language Therapy and Mental Health: analysis of communicative 
behavior and intervention in individuals with schizophrenia

Speech language intervention in mental health 
There are still a few literary reports of direct action of Speech Ther-
apy in public care services to individuals diagnosed with mental 
disorders which is a current challenge for Speech language pa-
thologist. The only mandatory presence of this professional in the 
minimum team is in Child and Youth Psychosocial Attention Center 
(PSACc), but not in the Psychosocial Attention Center (PSAC) for 
example, where the majority of the users are adults (SANTOS et 
al., 2012). 
If, on the one hand, mental health outpatient clinics were an im-
portant entry point for the speech therapist into the public health 
system, on the other hand, in front of PSAC implementation, its 
presence in the teams is not yet consolidated. In 20 years of SUS 
(Sistema Único de Saúde) and under the aegis of the advances 
of Psychiatric Reform it is also necessary to make consistent the 
practices into the field of language as a power of psychosocial re-
habilitation and inclusion of children, teenagers and adults affected 
by psychiatric disorders of high complexity (SANTOS et al., 2012).
The National Mental Health Policy (NPMH) supported by the law 
10.216/2002, has as an object consolidate an open, communi-
ty-based model of public mental health care. In other words, ensure 
the free movement of people with mental disorders through ser-
vices and communities, and provide care based on the resources 
offered by them. The PSAC, Residential Therapeutic Services 
(RTS), the Centers of Coexistence and Culture and the services of 
integral attention (in general hospitals and PSAC) are part of a ser-
vice network based on this model (BRASIL, 2001).
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One of the proposals of the NPMH is to ensure 

the participation of all professionals categories 

involved in interdisciplinary health work, filling 

the position of director of the health units 

(BRASIL, 2001). 

The new conceptions of PSAC demand the 

reorganization of the work processes in mental 

health towards the assumptions of the Brazilian 

Psychiatric Reform (YASUI; COSTA-ROSA, 

2008), representing a challenge for workers in 

substitutive services, among them the Speech 

language pathologist, who has historically 

prioritized individual clinical approaches 

executed mainly in outpatient services (ARCE, 

2014). 

According to the Conselho Federal de 

Fonoaudiologia (CFFa), it is a function of the 

Speech language pathologist active in the 

PSAC: identify the need for the individual to be 

included in this service; perform personalized 

therapeutic planning; perform individual and/or 

group assistance; guide families and articulate 

with other equipment in the network, facilitating 

social inclusion (FCSP, 2012). As the clinical 

Speech language pathologist intervention itself 

is not the proposal of PSAC, since the approach 

is focused on the psychosocial aspects, working 

the user within the context of their community 

relations, it is not a task of the Speech language 

pathologist to perform speech 

therapy/rehabilitation within this service 

replacing them with individual or group 

assistance in order to promote moments that 

stimulate the development of oral 

communication  (CFFa, 2012). In case of any 

communication disorder is identified, is done the 

referral to the specialized network (CFFa, 2012). 

The proposal is for CFFa to overcome the barrier 

of exclusive vision for Speech language 

pathology alterations towards the construction of 

a psychosocial clinic by supporting the political 

function of this professional in the struggle for 

the implementation of the Psychiatric Reform, 

and defending the integral care in mental health 

(ARCE, 2014). 

The study of Bonamigo and Pereira (2012) 

investigated the number of Speech language 

pathologist inserted in the Psychosocial 

Attention Center (PSAC) and the characteristics 

of the activities developed in this specialized 

mental health service. The presence of Speech 

language pathologist was not identified in any of 

the PSAC. The administrators expressed their 

knowledge of the importance of the work of the 

Speech language pathologist, but they were also 

unaware of the specific actions, in addition, this 

study proposed that Speech language 

pathologist’s activities in this area include 

performing evaluation procedures, intervention, 

counselling and follow-up of individuals with 

communication disorders (BONAMIGO; 

PEREIRA, 2012).  

Another study characterized the Speech 

language pathology demand for adult patients 

diagnosed with mental disorders treated at a 

Attention Health Care Center. The majority of 

individuals who received individual care in 

Speech language pathology therapy (58,5%)y 

was attended in the Language specialty, 

followed by orofacial motricity + language and 

communication alterations due to hearing-

related problems (ALMEIDA; CUNHA, SOUZA, 

2013). The authors also added that the majority 

of the complaints Speech language pathology 

circulated around communication alterations 

and indicate the relevance of Speech language 

pathology intervention in mental health 

suggesting the interdisciplinary character and 

the pursuit of public policies with the sense of 

offering both effective and compatible 

contributions to the contemporary scenario. 

Cardoso (2014) conducted an experience report 

on the subject regarding the reception in a 

Mental Health Unit focused on the treatment of 

children and adolescents and presented Speech 

language pathologist as an integral profession of 

the team and active in listening qualified for the 

reception in the service. The literature review 

performed by Vechi, Chirosi e Prado (2017) on 

the social insertion of people with mental 

disorders through the work mentioned the 
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possibility of the participation of Speech 

language pathologist in the therapeutic activities 

of the PSAC, but did not report the presence, in 

fact, of these professionals in the services.  

The Speech language pathology intervention in 

Mental Health involves all life cycles and is 

focused on: building and sustaining the role of 

the active and effective interlocutor; consider the 

consequences of communication for health and 

the risks it represents for the disease and 

consider the difference that the transformation of 

communication makes in the development of 

social connections and the transformation of life, 

in other words, "to act with the individual who 

speaks and not with the pathology that silences 

him." (LYKOUROPOULOS; HERRERO, 2014). 

The Speech language pathology intervention 

includes actions of promotion, protection and 

recovery of health in the different aspects related 

to human communication (SANTOS, 2012). The 

Speech language pathologist, as a health 

professional, a priori, presents a generalist 

formation, receiving global knowledge that 

includes cultural, emotional, physical, 

environmental and economic aspects. In this 

regard, the intervention of this professional will 

occur in the environment and in the conditions 

that best correspond to the needs of your 

client/patient. 

In the Mental Health Service, the Speech 

language pathologist can act to stimulate 

creativity, collective participation and learning in 

order to encourage conditions that facilitate the 

social reinsertion of individuals with mental 

disorders (LIPAY; ALMEIDA, 2007). Within this 

service, Pasetti (2000) indicated that the Speech 

language pathologist could promote oral and 

written communication through groups or 

seminars, but that the lack of a complete 

understanding of the concept of health, 

especially mental health, could lead to the 

prevalence of the traditional clinical model, 

which aims to cure at the detriment of health 

promotion actions. Nowadays, it is known that 

this new look at mental health is in constant 

evolution and innovative approaches are 

emerging as a resource for action in this field, 

mainly through group work. 

Speech and language therapy in groups 

emerged in the 1980s, initially, from the need to 

meet a greater demand in less time, due to the 

small number of professionals (CORRÊA, 

1994). This modality has become important in all 

areas of Speech language pathology (SANTOS, 

1993), and although Speech language 

pathologist performance in mental health is still 

an area in the process of discovery, it is believed 

that the group is the best strategy for action in 

this case, as it allows a wide-ranging and 

important space in the process of joint 

construction of knowledge, experiences 

exchange and (re)significations, contributing to 

the development of language and subjectivity 

(LEITE; PANHOCA, 2003), highlighting that the 

group approach is not understood simply as a 

method to meet the demand, but as a 

therapeutic resource of great value (SANTANA; 

SIGNOR, 2015). 

The function of the Speech language pathologist 

must be to mediate and interlocutor, using 

language as a resource for expression of 

individuals and their needs, using strategies to 

facilitate communication for group members 

(MACHADO, BERBERIAN; MASSI, 2007). 

Therefore, The field of intervention of Speech 

language pathologist is wide and provides 

different means that will be defined according to 

the therapeutic objectives, the needs of the 

client/patient and the available resources.  

The Speech language pathologist as a 

professional focused on the (re)habilitation and 

improvement of communicative abilities, will act 

in situations where there is some type of change 

in these skills. Under supervision in clinical 

practice, as in the bibliography, schizophrenia 

appears as the mental disorder that most shows 

communicative limitations, and this is the reason 

why we will deal with this condition in this 

chapter. 

Alterations of the communicative aspects in 

schizophrenia 
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Communication difficulties are associated with 

several disease contexts, however, 

epidemiological studies and data on these 

alterations in the area of mental health are still 

scarce. Among the communicative symptoms 

observed in mental disorders in clinical practice, 

the most noticeable occur generally in 

individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. 

The term was created by Bleuler (1857-

1939),  “schizophrenia” is derived from the 

Greek words ‘schizo’ (split) and ‘phren’ (mind). 

The term replace ‘dementia praecox’ (‘dementia 

of early life’) previously adopted by Kraepelin 

(1856-1926). Schizophrenia is a debilitating 

chronic condition characterized by disorders in 

thought, affection, and social behavior 

(RODRIGUES et al., 2016). In the new 

classification of mental disorders, from the 

International Classification of Diseases (DSM-

V), the diagnosis of schizophrenia is now based 

in two essential criteria: the presence of 

characteristic psychotic symptoms 

(hallucinations and delusions) in addition to 

disorders of affection and thought forms 

(TENÓRIO, 2016). 

The symptoms of schizophrenia are 

characterized by a range of cognitive and 

emotional dysfunctions, including perception, 

thought, communication, behaviour, affection, 

will and production of thought and speech, 

however, if any of these symptoms is observed 

isolated, it does not ensure the presence of the 

disorder (ROCHA, 2007). 

The classification of schizophrenia defined by 

Crow (1980) is perhaps the best known. The 

author proposed a categorization of 

schizophrenia into subtypes I and II or 

positive/negative. According to him, the two 

types can reflect two different etiological and 

prognostically pathological processes. The 

major symptoms of the positive syndrome are 

hallucinations and delusions and from the 

negative syndrome are blunting or incongruity of 

emotional responses and paucity of speech 

(SILVA, 2006). Although negative symptoms are 

considered less eccentric than the positive ones, 

they are the primary cause of problems related 

to social functioning and communication 

(NOLEN-HOEKSEMA, 1998).  

Negative symptoms include apathy, 

demotivation, reduced activity level, paucity of 

speech, problems of attention and 

concentration, the reduction of social 

awareness, among others (KAPLAN; SADOCK, 

1990; SILVA, 2006; SNOWDEN; MOLDEN; 

DUDLEY, 2002). Individuals with a 

predominance of negative symptoms have fewer 

academic achievements, less success in getting 

a job, lower performance in cognitive tasks and 

have a worse prognosis than those with higher 

symptomatology of positive symptoms 

(ANDREASEN et al., 1990 apud ROCHA, 2007). 

Thus, disorders in the socialization process of 

individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia are 

more prominent in the negative symptoms of the 

disease, as the communication is the result of a 

process of socialization of the human being it 

can be predicted that it will be more affected in 

individuals with these symptoms.  

The alterations in thinking and relationship 

difficulties, characteristic of schizophrenia, 

among other symptoms, are directly connected 

to language and communication. 

Language is the result of a process of 

socialization of the human being at all times is 

stimulated by the environment. In this process, 

different associations occur and, through 

language, the exchange of experiences and 

knowledge is facilitated, interfering in the 

perception of reality. As this perception is 

affected in schizophrenia, it can also be 

observed an alteration in the aspects of 

language and communication of individuals with 

this diagnosis, that is, the difficulty of 

socialization may be one of the predisposing 

factors for alterations in the communicative 

behavior of individuals diagnosed with 

schizophrenia. 

Chomsky (1970) stated that language and 

thought are directly related and the study of 

language contributes significantly to the 
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understanding of human reasoning. In this 

context, Vigotsky (1979) emphasized the 

importance of understanding the 

interrelationship between thought and language, 

considering it a living and dynamic process. He 

affirms that speech gives form to conscience, 

and each word does not refer to a single object, 

but it is a generalization and therefore becomes 

a thought (VIGOTSKY, 1979). So the meanings 

of words are constructed, they are not 

independent of thought and belong to the mental 

and sociocultural fields (VIGOTSKY, 1979).  

Speech and language alterations in individuals 

with schizophrenia were considered as 

consequent to the rupture of their conceptual 

systems and associative processes related to 

psychosis, however, this view was altered by the 

increase in evidence of primary language 

dysfunction in schizophrenia, especially in its 

semantic, discursive and pragmatic aspects, 

being schizophrenia considered, by some 

authors, as a "[...] language-specific human 

disease" (RADANOVIC et al., 2013).  

Bowie and Harvey (2008) claim that the 

communication difficulties in schizophrenia 

adopt different forms, which could be associated 

with the two categories of thought disorders 

mentioned previously: positive and negative. 

The first is characterized by disorganized 

speech, in which occurs a reduction of the 

content expressed in words or 

phrases,  inadequate responses to questions 

and disconnection from reality, and in the 

second, there is a reduction in verbal production. 

The studies of Bowie and Harley (2008) 

regarding the communication disorders of 

individuals diagnosed with chronic 

schizophrenia indicated that the reduction in 

verbal expression and disorganized speech 

were persistent and functionally incapacitating, 

to the degree that they affected the sociability of 

these individuals. 

Studies on alterations in language lateralization 

suggest that schizophrenia is associated with 

the reduction of this lateralization to the left 

hemisphere, while others indicate structural and 

functional variations of the brain in regions 

related to language functions (WALDER et al., 

2006; MITCHELL; CROW, 2005). However, it is 

the difficulty of indicating organic causes that 

justify the schizophrenic symptomatology that 

leads to the request of a possible "cognitive 

deficit" that would be located in the processing 

of information and content, consequently, in the 

presentation of discourse (BRITO; 

CAVALCANTE, 2012). 

In clinical practice, it is relatively common to find 

verbal dysfunctions in schizophrenia, and the 

inferences on thought are primarily based on the 

subject's discourse (ROCHA, 2007). Thinking 

disorders can be considered as a failure to 

maintain a speech plane and thus include a large 

number of abnormalities of logical sequence of 

ideas, but the connection between language and 

these disorders is not clearly established 

(PANTANO et al., 2016). 

The study of the communicative behavior of 

individuals with schizophrenia helps to 

comprehend the underlying cognitive processes 

of thought disorder and suggests that, in 

schizophrenia, the production of sentences 

prioritises the meaning of words previously 

spoken, that is, it considers the context in which 

they should be inserted (TONELLI, 2014). 

Silva (2006) indicated that the characteristics of 

language and speech alterations present in 

individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia are: 

disordered language and speech; tangentiality; 

neologisms; paucity of speech; incoherence; the 

escape of ideas and delayed speech or even 

mutism. In addition, people with this diagnosis 

demonstrate a generalized cognitive deficit, that 

is, they have tended to perform at lower levels 

than normal controls in various cognitive tests, 

with more prominent deficits in attention, 

memory and problem solving (SILVA, 2006). 

The study of Brito and Cavalcante (2012), 

there's a discussion about form-focused 

language deficits, that is, the sentences would 

be incorrect, distorted, and there would be no 

cohesive links to the content, which would be 

incoherent and confusing. 
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In the evaluation study of individuals diagnosed 

with schizophrenia communicative behaviour 

accomplished by Santos et al. (2014) it was used 

the MAC Battery, made of 14 tasks which 

evaluated discursive, inferential pragmatic, 

lexical-semantic and prosodic language 

aspects.  

In the discursive aspect, precisely in the 

conversational speech task, 84% of the 

evaluated individual showed equal or lower 

scores comparing to the alert point, which 

indicated deviant communicative behaviour in 

the conversation; in the partial and full retelling 

stories skill it was observed 72% with difficulties 

on the storage and complex linguistic material 

comprehension capacity, besides the narrative 

discourse production and the difficulty in 

synthesize and infer the pieces of information 

(SANTOS et al., 2014).  

The pragmatic aspect was evaluated through 

metaphor tests and indirect speech acts. In the 

metaphors interpretation skill, 62% of the 

evaluated users showed indications of literal and 

figurative language comprehension problems, 

and in the interpretation of indirect speech acts 

the variation rate was 88% (SANTOS et al., 

2014).  

In the lexical-semantic aspect, the lexical 

evocation test indicated that, among all the 

participants, 58% showed problems in evoking 

words without a pre-set criterion, but when and 

orthographic criterion was inserted (only words 

starting with P) the numbers went up to 60% 

(SANTOS et al., 2014). In the same study, in the 

semantic judging analysis, 58% showed 

problems in semantic relations identification, as 

the given explanations and 48% showed 

difficulties to identify the semantic relations 

among the words or to explain which relations 

when they exist. 

In the linguistic prosody comprehension aspect, 

42% of the participants showed problems to 

realize and identify the linguistic intonation 

patterns (affirmative, interrogative and 

imperative); after the repetition, the number 

dropped to 38%, and when the intonations were 

emotional, 44% presented comprehension 

problems and 58% had problems to reproduce 

emotional intonation patterns orally (happiness, 

sadness and anger) (SANTOS et al., 2014). The 

study pointed that the difficulty increased (68%) 

when it was requested to produce emotional 

intonations based on the communicative and 

affective context of a determined situation, in 

other words, picturing the difficulties that 

schizophrenic people show to express their 

emotions. 

Others studies affirm that people with 

schizophrenia have well set deficits to identify 

facial expressions and voice level. Studies that 

show hearing perception alteration of emotional 

intonation present the importance of a cognitive 

remediation approach (ROUXA; 

CHRISTOPHEA; PASSERIEUXB, 2010; 

JAHSHAN; WYNN; GREEN, 2013). These 

emotions acknowledgement deficit are not 

purely associated to the emotion perception 

deficit in schizophrenia, but they are mainly 

affected by the main symptoms of the disease 

(CASTAGNAA et al., 2013). 

Schizophrenic people also present problems of 

lexical access, disorderly speech, with 

interruptions, many pauses and reformulations, 

beside the meaningful alterations in speech 

suprasegmentals elements and speech disorder 

(MARTÍNEZ; DONADO; ESLAVA, 2015). 

A recent study evaluated the relation between 

language and thought disorders in schizophrenic 

patients with early onset. The results showed a 

considerably lower development in terms of 

writing comprehension, oral comprehension, 

naming, semantic fluency, lexical decision, 

metaphor, grammar judgment, grammar 

correction with semantic inaccuracy and word 

categorization (PANTANO et al., 2016). 

Knowing the individuals’ communicative 

behaviour with schizophrenia diagnosis is 

important because the communication of a 

person comes from interactions and social 

experiments. Hence, the interpersonal 

relationship, clearly affected in schizophrenia, is 
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intimately connected to the communication 

process. 

 

Speech language therapy in individuals 

diagnosed with schizophrenia 

 

A study was accomplished by Santos et al. 

(2018) investigated the effectiveness of the  

Speech language pathology intervention in 

individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia who 

use a CAPS III. For that it was did a 

communicative behaviour evaluation through 

using the Montreal de Avaliação da 

Comunicação Battery MAC B (abbreviated 

version of Montreal de Avaliação da 

Comunicação Battery – MAC of Fonseca et al 

(2008), having as principle the importance of the 

traditional aspects of the language (phonology, 

semantics and syntax), united to the prosodic, 

discursive and pragmatic components in 

individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia 

communication, aiming to assure the 

maintenance of the interpersonal relations, so 

important for the social life resumption, which is 

damaged in this people. The evaluation was 

accomplished before and after the intervention 

of a Control Group (CG - who did not participate 

in the intervention) and an Experimental Group 

(EG – that was part of the Group of Speech 

Languange Therapy Intervention (GSLTI). 

In the GSLTI it was stimulated the 

linguistics/communicative processing evaluated 

with the test battery (discurse, lexical-semantic, 

prosodic and pragmatic) through specific 

strategies and directives to certain finalities. The 

therapeutical program from GSLTI consisted of 

stories narration activities (discurse), lexical 

evoking and semantics relation games (lexical-

semantic), singing and role playing (prosody) 

and metaphor games and indirect speech 

(pragmatic). In the end of the activities, music 

was used as facilitator tool of the social 

interaction and the communicative 

performance.  

The speech therapy intervention occurred in a 

group format, having 14 participants maximum. 

The activities were accomplished in a wide and 

reserved room, in the mental health service 

mentioned before. The frequency was 2 

meetings weekly, each one of them lasting 1 

hour, for 12 weeks, completing 24 meetings. 

The communicative behaviour of the participants 

and the evaluated language aspects through 

Brief MAC Battery, all the evaluated tasks 

presented considerable percentage of 

alterations before the intervention as in EG as in 

CG and, after the intervention there was 

improvement in all the tasks results, except the 

writing tasks, which indicates the effectiveness 

of the speech therapy intervention in group of 

individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. This 

result for the writing task points to the fact that 

this skill requires more time in learning process, 

which suggested the need of more targeted 

sessions to develop this task. 

The task in which was observed a better 

evolution on score after the speech therapy 

intervention was the Emotional Prosody - 

Production, which indicates that beside de 

speech, language use and vocabulary 

improvement, the participants of (GSLTI) started 

to express themselves in a more effective way 

through emotional intonations. This result is 

extremely important since the affective dullness 

is one of the negative and most social limiting 

symptoms of schizophrenia and the emotions 

expressions development and affection can re-

approach these people to society contributing to 

the psicossocial rehab process.  

Having presented the results of the quantitative 

analysis individuals diagnosed with 

schizophrenia communicative behaviour before 

and after the speech therapy intervention in EG 

and CG groups, it was possible to observe that 

there was improvement in the communicative 

performance after the speech therapy 

intervention in all the evaluated tasks, except the 

writing task. In the CG who did not participate of 

the speech language therapy intervention, it was 

not observed significant alteration in tasks 
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performance comparing to the evaluation and 

revaluation after 12 weeks.  

Beside the quantitative analysis, it was 

accomplished a qualitative analysis of the 

speech language therapy intervention through 

participants’ testimonies about the developed 

activities and the contribution to the treatment, 

whose results will be presented next. The GSLTI 

participants’ testimonies sustain the idea that 

more than contribute to a better communicative 

behaviour in linguistics aspects, the GSLTI 

promoted the satisfaction, the body 

expressiveness and participants’ autonomy, 

which are affected in individuals diagnosed with 

schizophrenia. 

The presented results allowed to identify 

different characteristics of individuals with 

schizophrenia communicative behaviour in 

discurse, pragmatic, lexical semantic and 

prosody aspects and promoted effectiveness to 

the speech therapy intervention in the evolution 

of these aspects’ development, besides 

presenting people’s satisfaction of the 

participants of the Group of Speech Languange 

Therapy Intervention. 

It is important to mention that there are not 

unique characteristics to describe the 

communicative behaviour of individuals with 

schizophrenia; it is important to valorize the 

social, cultural and economical contexts, 

however, the evaluation of the aspects that 

compose the communicative behavior, in 

addiction the elaboration and execution of the 

strategies to reach a better result on these 

aspects is purely speech language therapist. 

The speech language therapist must be sensible 

to the opportunities to insert the mental 

disordered-person in the society, involving 

parents or other family members in 

communicative possibilities. It is up to these 

professionals who work individuals with 

schizophrenia care, to be aware to their constant 

necessities during the whole treatment, so they 

can help, planning and making creative and 

adequate interventions to their needs.  

The GSLTI Program was developed considering 

strategies commonly used in speech language 

therapist clinical practice to work discurse, 

pragmatic, lexical, semantic and prosody skills, 

considering the target public according to the 

age, scholar degree, diagnosis and, mainly, 

these people’s interests. The speech language 

therapist must always consider which are the 

real necessities of who will receive the therapy, 

as in clinic as personally, because they are the 

ones which will make the person to be interested 

in keep the treatment, getting more effective 

results. 

On this perspective, the speech language 

therapist can contribute in a meaningful way to 

the clinic attendance and to the creation of 

mental health intervention programs, more 

precisely aimed to schizophrenic people. On the 

other hand it was observed that in Brazil there 

are few studies in Speech Therapy working with 

this group. So, it is important to establish 

scientifically the need of a speech language 

therapist in many types of mental health 

services, through researches which help to 

create policies to insert speech language 

therapy on this spaces.  

Evaluation studies of speech language 

pathology domain in mental health, just like the 

new intervention program development must 

keep on being developed, aiming to insert 

speech language therapy on this area, mainly 

and consequently contribute to a more righteous 

and effective treatment to the mental condition 

person. 
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